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Color Photo Synergizer Tired of those same old color themes? Try using colors from images to design

your websites! This Isn't Anything You've Ever Been Exposed To Before. You're About To Be Handed

The Key That Unlocks And Makes It Possible To Extract Colors Schemes From Images... Designing a

successful website means spending hundreds of man-hours in determining the perfect color combination

and visual appeal. A successful design is the product of an effective interaction of various design

elements -fonts, animation, graphics and pictures together with colors and its varying gradients barely

perceptible to the human eye. Dear Friend, You have come across websites whose overall synthesis of

color and design are highly appealing, pleasing and greatly effective. The overall effect is a subtle and

positive assault on the visual and auditory senses including the emotions producing a genuinely

encouraging and upbeat attitude to the viewer. The result? A vote of confidence and definitely a potential

new client of your website, product or service. Moreover, a highly satisfied viewer who will undoubtedly

refer your website to friends and colleagues who may have a requirement for your particular product or

service. A very simple yet effective viral marketing strategy! Designs like these are not accidental but the

product of graphics and design professionals who spent years in studying and learning their craft and how

to effectively utilize the different elements of color and make it an effective marketing tool. Scientific

studies done by the Institute for Color Research reveal that, "human beings make a subconscious

judgment within 90 seconds of initial viewing, and that between 62 and 90 of that assessment is based on

color alone." Imagine the leverage you will have if you are able to extract the exact, same colors from

these successful graphic design elements and use them for your advantage! Not only do you save the in

the cost of hiring professional designers but you already have a tested and proven color scheme in less
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time! It's Quick, Easy And Step-By-Step Color Photo Synergizer can effectively extract any single color

from any photo or image, which you can use it for your websites and graphic projects. Gone are the days

when you have to painstakingly attempt to recreate a particular color unsuccessfully. With Color Photo

Synergizer, the tedious hit or miss experiences is simplified to a point and shoot exercise that results in

extracting and utilizing the exact, same colors that you like down to the precise hex values! You can even

randomize the selection for the software to pick up random based color schemes from the images! With

the Color Photo Synergizer v1.0, you can easily add the color rhythm of successful graphic designs that

cost thousands of dollars to produce to any of your website and design projects in about a fraction of the

cost
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